
Adult Player Levels  
 

Starter (Level 6) 

A player new to the game, uses green balls, Tennis Express, Cardio Tennis 

Introduce all fundamentals e.g. grips/contact points/angle of racket face  

Movement (footwork), Swing shape (path) 

Player is able to direct the ball over and into the court 

Player is beginning to understand basic scoring  

 

Level 5 

A player on this level may have some playing experience or had a break from the game but 

should be able to commence a point positioned correctly for singles and doubles 

 

PHYSICALLY  

 Move forward/backward and laterally to get to the ball 

 

TECHNICALLY  

 Hit dependable groundstrokes from the baseline 50% of the time controlling the swing 

path, racket face and contact point 

 Hit a flat serve over and in 50% of the time  

 Return a serve in court 50% of the time 

 Forehand needs a more complete swing; reluctant to play a backhand, needs to develop 

correct grips 

 

TACTICALLY  

 Hit the ball with directional control  

 Maintain own position on court during play 

 

SOCIALLY  

 Learning necessary tennis etiquette to play social tennis 

 

MATCHPLAY 

 Able to perform skills learnt in Level 5 with similar standard players 

 

 

  



Level 4 

A player on this level should be able to judge where the ball is going and hit away from an 

opponent  

 

PHYSICALLY  

 Player should be able to move in all directions though court coverage needs improving  

 

TECHNICALLY  

 Developed an understanding of topspin and slice 

 Able to increase pace on the ball 

 Achieve a consistent swing while moving for the ball 

 Developing correct technique for high and low volleys 

 Hit a 1st serve with direction, working on pace 

 Developing spin on 2nd serve 

 Return a serve to a good position (away from opponent) 

 Groundstroke dependability 60% 

 

TACTICALLY  

 Identify and react to a short ball directing it 50% of the time 

 Have an understanding of when to play a lob 

 Maintenance of court positioning during play (singles and doubles)  

 Identify opponent's weakness and play on it 

 Follow in behind a short ball and be in an appropriate position at the net 

 Decide when to attack, rally and defend 

 

SOCIALLY/MENTALLY 

 Understand and implement communication during play (doubles)  

 Adhere to social etiquette in social and match play situations 

 

MATCHPLAY 

 Able to perform skills learnt in Level 4 with similar standard players  



Level 3 

A player should be able to play confidently from most positions on the court displaying stroke 

restriction abilities upon opponents. Can still lack control when trying for direction, depth or 

pace playing against faster paced shots.  

 

PHYSICALLY  

 Player should be able to react, accelerate and position themselves around the ball.  

 React to “net cords”. Split steps, crossover and lunging as necessary. 

 

TECHNICALLY  

 Developing shot variation with drop shot, lob, angled play, half volleys and drive volleys 

 1st serve with pace 

 1st and 2nd serve directed into zones of the court 60% of the time 

 2nd serve with spin 

 Return a serve 60% of the time cross court 

 Maintain consistent groundstrokes when opponent approaching the net 

 Dominate play using strengths 

 Groundstroke dependability 70% 

 Volley placement 50% 

 1st serve 50% success - 2nd serve 80% success 

 

TACTICALLY  

 Can use length and width of court to move opponent around 

 Can vary the tempo of the point using spin and pace 

 Dictate play from the net using drop volley, lob volley and angled volley 

 Dictate play (especially from 2nd serve) when returning in singles/doubles 

 

SOCIALLY/MENTALLY  

 Beginning to anticipate play by understanding the game e.g. racket face and position of 

opponent 

 Mind sets;  “reach all balls” 

 Cover up your weaknesses 

 Adhere to tennis etiquette in social and match play situations 

 Understand the time and rhythm of play between points 

 

MATCHPLAY 

 Able to perform skills learnt in Level 3 with similar standard players 

  



Level 2 

A player should be accurate and consistent from shots in game situations and be able to do this 

against another level 2 player. Player may show some hesitancy in moving forwards and 

intercepting in doubles. A player should be able to structure rallies and situations. 

 

PHYSICALLY  

 Players should maintain good court position during play. 

 Be agile using split steps, crossover steps, lunging, flow-steps and power steps. 

 

TECHNICALLY and TACTICALLY  

 Understands how technique and tactics intertwine 

 Early set-up for groundstrokes  

 Direct a smash with control, pace and depth 

 Can turn defence into attack(positioning on court)  

 Uses opportunities (taking on the floating ball/approach shot/early ball) to dictate play  

 Doubles intercepting  

 Groundstroke dependability 80% 

 Volley precision 60% 

 Consistently controlling direction of return of serve 

 1st serve 60%, 2nd serve 90% 

 

SOCIALLY/MENTALLY 

 Recognise key points/moments in a match and plan accordingly 

 Serving strategy, i.e. serving/receiving in relation to the above points  

 Anticipation of play 

 Developing tactics through all situations 

 Can use their strengths to exploit opponent’s weakness 

 Communication before and during point (doubles) 

 Good court positioning at start of point and during 

 Plan a point and develop tactics  

 Adhere to expected social etiquette in social and match play situations 

 

MATCHPLAY 

Able to perform skills learnt in Level 2 with similar standard players  



Level 1 

A player should have developed a full understanding of tactics and situations. A player will be 

able to control play by implementing tactics, using sound technique, yet being flexible to 

changing conditions. Some points may still be lost due to impatience. Starting to play 

percentage tennis in all game situations  

 

PHYSICALLY 

 A player on this level should have the agility, speed and stamina to maintain the full 

range of movements necessary over a prolonged period 

 

TECHNICALLY and TACTICALLY 

 Dictate play with the 1st and 2nd serve using either topspin/slice or pace 

 Step in to return serve, especially from 2nd serve 

 When opponent is at/or approaching the net, dictate play with the use of passing shots, 

lobs or angles 

 Groundstroke reliability 80% when under pressure 

 1st serve 60%+ 

 2nd serve 90%+ 

 Volleying precision 85%+ 

Doubles:  

 Volleying finesse to exploit opponent’s court positioning  

 Intercepting, bluffing, ebb and flow, finishing off the point  

 Serve and volley 

 Return and volley 

 

SOCIALLY/MENTALLY 

 Adhere to all expected social etiquette in social and match play situations 

 Understand the flow of a point 

 Anticipation and deception  

 Mental control: power and calmness (resilience) 

 Adapting tactics to neutralise opponents 

Doubles: 

 2 players working as a unit to control the net through stroke consistencies, control of 

targets and court positioning, exploiting all opportunities to end the point 

 Astute, mature, external, perceiving all the conditions in match play 

 

MATCHPLAY 

 Able to perform skills learnt in Level 1 with similar standard players 


